
 Fellowship Application Exercises 

 Please choose one of the following exercises and submit it along with your 
 application. 

 Exercise 1 - Script Writing 
 Create a sample of a five-minute written video script. You can make it a monologue or 
 discussion. We know there will be a writing style learning curve if you join our team, but here 
 are some parameters: Teach our audience about a chapter, section, or book of Scripture, or 
 show how a biblical theme or word develops across a text. Focus on the main message, and 
 show how the text or theme points to Jesus. Try to write as if you’re speaking with the 
 BibleProject perspective, voice, theology, and literary approach. Again, it has taken us all a 
 long time to hone this style of writing, and we aren’t expecting immediate mastery, but we’d 
 love to see what you come up with! 

 Exercise 2 - Curriculum Development 
 Create a brief activity for adult learners, based on the BibleProject theme video  Eternal Life 
 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCOycIMyJZM). 

 ●  Identify the main point and sub-points you would want learners to grasp. 
 ●  Create 4-5 exercises  to help students engage with  the main ideas of the video. 

 ○  Exercises can include things like T/F, multiple choice, Scripture reading, 
 essay/reflection, short answer, or fill-in-the-blank. 

 ○  Please identify your correct answers. 
 ○  Also, write responses to these questions/exercises. Imagine students 

 answering your question and automatically seeing a response. What would 
 your response be for correct/incorrect answers? 

 ○  Do your best to write with BibleProject tone and voice, avoiding Christian 
 insider language and using inviting, inquisitive, clear language. 

 ○  You are welcome to include biblical texts referenced in the video or other 
 passages you would like to include. 

 ●  Plan for students to be able to complete the study in approximately 15-25 minutes. 
 ●  Try to avoid drafting a disjointed list of questions. Be creative, and have some fun 

 with it. The goal is to pique interest and help learners. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCOycIMyJZM


 Exercise 3 - Content Writing 
 Write an 800-1,200-word article/blog about the reading paradigm that BibleProject scholars 
 employ when studying Scripture as ancient Jewish meditation literature. This exercise is about 
 communicating complex ideas with understandable language. 

 ●  Write to an adult audience that has not experienced church or Bible reading. 
 ●  Use the BibleProject “Paradigm” podcast series for reference (11 episodes, plus 3 

 bonus/related episodes)  here  . 
 ●  Your goal is to create compelling prose that piques readers’ interest in Bible reading. 

 Specifically, you want to help them understand how Scriptural texts were designed to be 
 read and what kind of reading skills are required to engage them effectively. 

 Exercise 4 - Content Editing 

 Please review and edit the following unedited content below.  *  For this exercise, you will 
 complete two steps. 

 First  , carefully read the original document, and make  big-picture comments about what you 
 believe the overall piece needs to be stronger. These can be suggested cuts or additions, or 
 suggestions for re-arrangement that would help to strengthen or clarify the piece. Write these 
 out in bullets at the top of your edited piece. 

 Second  , copyedit and proofread the piece, making all  the corrections and revisions you see fit, 
 and return your edited copy with your application. 

 ●  Edit for grammar and punctuation according to AP style. Feel free to make paragraph 
 breaks or other structural edits. 

 ●  Edit to eliminate wordiness, unnecessary passive voice, and especially cliches or 
 hollow-but-familiar Christian/church wording. 

 ●  Note that first-person, conversational wording is OK (and even good in most cases) for 
 BibleProject communications. 

 ●  Your goal is to help this unfinished writing become a clearer, more compelling piece. 

https://bibleproject.com/podcast/how-do-you-read-bible/


 *  Content to Edit – Please edit the following copy, based on a guide page for Job that attempts to 
 answer the question:  Why would it be good for someone  to read Job? 

 Section Copy: 
 Many of us have experienced or witnessed misery and suffering and pain and wondered 

 how God can be really just when there is so much pain. We ask, “how can God’s justice and our 
 suffering coexist?” Job and his friends wrestle with this question too. The world was created by 
 God, but not all of the answers to humanity’s questions were answered by God. We see Job, a 
 man in agony, writhing in pain before God, despairing of hope, and longing for answers. We also 
 see Job’s friends struggling and failing all the time to be of help. At times, they are 
 well-intentioned and seem to thoughtfully care for Job. But in other cases, they are angry, 
 defensive, self-protecting, ignorant, ridiculous, and judgmental. Job’s friends believe that that 
 suffering is the result of an act of God’s justice. Many in Israel thought so, too, and they were 
 average. They (Job’s friends, who aren’t really very good friends anyway) conclude that since 
 God is just, and since since Job is suffering, Job is obviously guilty of some sort of evil.must be 
 guilty of doing evil. But Job knows he’s not guilty or to blame for of any wrongdoing that 
 warrants doing anything worthy of his intense intense suffering, so he concludes that God 
 indeed must be unjust. How would we conclude in Job’s experience? What would we say if we 
 were Job’s friends? Would we too believe that suffering and divine punishment are 
 synonymous? The author of Job offers us a cosmic, behind-the-scenes view of Job’s 
 circumstances, —and we get to listen in and see a record of God’s riddling response to both 
 Job and his friends. As the story unfolds for us and other readers of the text, the author is 
 always continuing to untangle our assumptions by suggesting that suffering must be a form of 
 divine punishment. We learn to imagine the presence of God’s justice even when circumstances 
 are unfair. 


